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FUSION Expands its vast catalogue of high quality hybrid instrument cases with the 
launch of the 2014 Premium Series Euphonium, Tenor Horn and Baritone Horn gig 
bags.  

Cleckheaton, United Kingdom (12th June 2014) Fusion hybrid cases are favoured by 
musicians worldwide for their supreme, portable, instrument protection, and like all models 
within the vast Fusion catalogue, the new 2014 Premium Series hybrid cases have been 
specifically designed for the travelling instrumentalist within brass bands and brass 
ensembles. 

The Fusion designers are musicians themselves, including brass players who are indeed, 
well aware of the pitfalls and problems that occur when travelling with precocious brass 
instruments. Hence the new Euphonium, Tenor Horn and Baritone Horn models within the 
new 2014 Premium Series, follow Fusion’s world renowned status by utilising the toughest 
materials throughout their construction, totally eradicating any anxiety of travelling with a soft 
case, without compromising its safety.  

ON THE INSIDE:  To prevent knocks or scratches internally, each instrument is cocoon within 
a separate padded sleeve, which in turn snugly fits within a soft velvet-mix lining. A crush 
resistant, honeycombed moulded base forms a core structure to protect large bells, 
mouthpieces and valves, and part of the 30mm high density foam shell, that’s lightweight yet 
extremely robust.  

TOUGHER ON THE OUTSIDE:  Designed for the musician on the move, on the outside, the 
new 2014 Premium Series Euphonium, Tenor Horn and Baritone Horn hybrid gig bags 
are as tough and as robust as they come, constructed from extremely robust, PVC free, water 
resistant, ‘rip stop’ material that’s defiant against scuffs and abrasions. The hardware is just 
as tough, with soft rubber handles, and rubber zip pulls for the inverted zips, and they look 
cool finished in Black, Green, Orange and Blue, with commuter friendly reflective panels.  

The rear of the bag boasts Fusion's own "Flow-System", allowing a ‘through air flow’ space 
for a comfy backpack style carry, when the going gets hot. There is also a rear zipped 
compartment where the backpack straps can be stored out of sight when carried by 
hand. Added features include an address tag, lockable zips on the main compartment of the 
bag and a rain cover to help keep it dry in wet weather conditions.  

POCKETS GALORE                                                                                                                                             
The Fusion logo is ‘… more than just a gig bag’ and the new 2014 Premium Series 
Euphonium, Tenor Horn and Baritone Horn hybrid gig bags are no exception. Fusion are 
well aware that musicians from student level to professional players, all need to carry a host 
of accessories, often having to accommodate two or more bags. 
It’s here that Fusion once again excel in design and quality, three pockets are strategically 
placed for  easy access and carefully designed to cater effortlessly essential instrument 
accessories like mouth pieces, valve oils, springs, cleaning clothes, and up to A4 size sheet 
music.  
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If more space is required to carry larger accessories or even clothing, the new 2014 Premium 
Series Euphonium, Tenor Horn and Baritone Horn gig bags incorporate Fusion’s unique 
"Fuse-on" system, whereby a separate range of accessory bags can quickly and easily fit 
onto the main instrument bag.  

Fusion Premium Series Tenor £206.92 
 Fusion Premium Series Baritone Horn £207. 95                                                                                                 
Fusion Premium Series Euphonium £224.95   

                                                                                    
For an informative and detailed video, please follow this link:  
Euphonium http://ow.ly/xUPgN   
Tenor Horn http://youtu.be/cE0qyhrIV3s  
Baritone Horn http://youtu.be/fcl5y8hGQZw  
 

Fusion… more than just a gig bag! 

//ENDS// 

 

 


